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General Comment

The NRC's Draft SEIS (DSEIS) does not recognize that the President, on March 24, 2015, reversed the 1985
decision that commercial and defense high-level radioactive waste would be disposed together in a repository.
His Executive Memorandum, which has the effect of law, states that "In accordance with the Act [NWPA], I
find the development of a repository for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste resulting from atomic
energy defense activities only is required."

Thus, The DSEIS is incomplete and fatally flawed because it does not address the fact that the waste
inventory Is now
changed and uncertain.

Also, NRC's DSEIS has concluded that radioactive releases from the proposed Yucca Mountain high-level
radioactive waste dump would be "small"--essentially minimal and harmless--over the course of a million
years into the future.

Yet, if irradiated nuclear fuel is ever buried at Yucca, it would leak into the groundwater over a broad region
downstream, groundwater that is currently used for drinking and irrigation in Nevada's agricultural Amargosa
Valley, the Ash Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, Death Valley National Park, as well as the Timbisha
Shoshone Indian community inhabiting Death Valley.

Until the new mission of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository is established, and the TSPA analysis result
is adjusted, the starting point of the DSEIS for groundwater and groundwater discharge impacts is unknown,
and the DSEIS conclusion is incorrectly presumptive and lacks a credible technical basis.
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The potential for disproportionate impacts on minority or low-income populations is especially high,
considering the current lifestyle of the Timbisha Shoshone Indian community, as well as the traditional
lifestyle of the Western Shoshone Indian Nation.

The potential for cumulative impacts associated with other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future
actions is very high. Atmospheric nuclear weapons tests in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain were conducted
from 1951 to 1963, and underground full-scale nuclear weapons tests at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) from
1963 to 1992, many of which leaked radioactivity to the atmosphere and environment, as well as
contaminated regional groundwater. Even after 1992, nuclear weapons testing has continued at the NTS, in
the form of sub-critical experiments involving plutonium.

Another cumulative impact involves the large-scale transport to, and dumping of so-called "low" level
radioactive wastes at, the NTS.

Due to the above factors, Ij join with the State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, several environmental
groups, and others in urging NRC to extend the public comment deadline by at least an additional 60 days. I
also urge that additional in-person public meetings be scheduled in California (where Yucca's radioactively
contaminated groundwater would ultimately surface in springs), as well as elsewhere across the country
(given that Yucca's opening would launch the unprecedented, large-scale shipment of risky high-level
radioactive waste by truck, train, and barge through most states. All in-person public meetings must also
include a call-in option that is already provided at other locations on earlier dates.
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